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THE MEANING OF CITIZENSHIP IN CONTEMPORARY CHINESE SOCIETY: An Empirical 
Examination from a Western Perspective with Recommendations for Citizenship Education 
Policymaking

 
 

 
   Si cong CHEN  

 
 
 

Although gongmin jiaoyu (  citizenship education) has received significant official 

interest in China in recent years, its aim remains ambiguous. Amid increased tensions between the 

state and society in policymaking and growing citizenship concerns in society, if gongmin jiaoyu 

is to be promoted, it is important to explore the question what gongmin ( ), the Chinese term 

for citizen or citizenship, means in contemporary Chinese society. This is a question that has not 

received sufficient attention to date. The thesis explores this question specifically and in order to 

elucidate the meaning of gongmin, it applies a western perspective of citizenship in three 

dimensions: extent (identity), content (rights and responsibilities) and depth (participation). 

Viewing the social meaning of gongmin through the macro lens of dominant social discourses 

represented by the media and the micro lens of individual citizens  perceptions, two sub-studies 

were conducted. Study I analyzed the expression of gongmin in an influential regional newspaper 

in comparison to that in a newspaper that is an organ of the party-state; Study II investigated 

university students  and migrant workers  perceptions of gongmin through a questionnaire and 

interviews. 

The findings indicate that there is discrepancy in the meaning of gongmin between dominant 

social and state discourses. The terminology used in the former articulates gongmin in terms of 

rights, while in the latter gongmin s responsibilities and participation are discursively highlighted. 
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Furthermore, the meaning of gongmin is found to be malleable and fluid in society, varying 

between the macro and micro social levels and between different social groups at the micro level. 

In terms of identity, although both students and workers similarly regard Chinese gongmin  as a 

legal identity, workers tend to embrace while students to dismiss the designation of the term when 

linked to ethnicity and culture. In terms of rights, while gongmin s rights are saliently articulated 

at both social levels, the macro one tends to focus on political rights and the micro one on social 

and cultural rights. In terms of responsibilities, on one hand, compared with dominant social 

discourses and students  understanding, both of which place less weight on gongmin s 

responsibilities than on gongmin s rights, workers seem to have a relatively balanced view of the 

two aspects; on the other, students and workers similarly express concern about self-interest when 

considering responsibilities. As to participation, civic and political participations are not saliently 

expressed in the macro-level social meaning of gongmin, while at the micro social level students 

seem to hold higher expectations than workers for gongmin to participate in political affairs and to 

take actions to promote justice beyond existing rules for others . 

The thesis also compares the empirically revealed contemporary social meaning of gongmin 

firstly with connotations of the term in etymology and in Chinese legislative discourse and 

secondly with the concept of citizenship and its contemporary reconfiguration in western 

discussion. Finally the thesis gives ten recommendations for policymaking on citizenship 

education that aims to not only balance rights and responsibilities but also promote multi-layered, 

inclusive and justice-oriented citizenship in contemporary China. 
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